RCLS November Teacher of Month

Jean Shaw 蕭如珍
RCLS is proud to announce our November Teacher of Month – CC6 teacher Jean Shaw to our
RCLS families. Jean was the Director of academic affairs two years ago. She decided to become
a RCLS teacher since fall 2012. For the last one and half years, we have heard all the positive
feedback from parents and students. To students, she is a loving teacher who treats her
students as though they are her own children. Her patience and positive attitude brings a
strong bonding between teacher and students. Jean takes on-line training courses to learn
better ways to teach in RCLS. Whenever she sees an exciting teaching tool, she is always the
first person who wants to learn. She likes to share her experience and passion with other
teachers without any reservation at all. She always set up a website for her class to help
communication with students and parents. The time and energy she has put into the teaching is
tremendous.
Parents of her students speak highly about the way Ms. Shaw teaches Chinese inside and
outside of classes:
“She is very dedicated to her students and we are very lucky to have her.”
“My daughter received first place in the storytelling contest with the help of Ms. Shaw. She had
the students submit first drafts weeks before the actual contest, then spent time with each
student’s story to refine it.”
“Ms. Shaw is very detailed in creating her lesson plan. She has a class website where she posts
weekly class newsletters along with homework and quiz information.”
There is no surprise to have Ms. Shaw as our November Teacher of Month based on what
parents are speaking of her teaching. The RCLS is glad to have her to be one of our outstanding
teachers. We will like to congratulate Ms. Shaw and wish she can continue her excellent
Chinese teaching performance inside and outside her classroom.

